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In this work, we experimentally and numerically investigate the field enhancement and light absorption enhancement in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) thin-film by embedding silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs). Experimental results show that light absorption of ~100 nm thick P3HT thin-film is enhanced by embedding Ag NPs of diameter 20–50 nm in the film. Numerical simulations show that by embedding coupled silver nanospheres (Ag NSs) of diameter 20–40 nm into P3HT, the region of field enhancement can be extended about 100 nm towards the incident light source, due to the interference between the incident field and the scattered field of the coupled Ag NSs. The long-distance field enhancement effect of large-sized Ag NPs can be used to improve the efficiency of organic thin-film solar cell devices. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4898600]

Organic solar cell devices have attracted great interests for having advantages such as low-cost, light-weight, low temperature fabrication, and solution-based process.1–3 In recent years, for high-performance organic solar cell devices, the power conversion efficiency already exceeds 11%.4 However, because of the low charge-carrier mobility and short exciton diffusion length, the thickness of organic photoactive layer is limited to within a few hundreds nanometers, and leads to low light absorption of the organic solar cell devices.5,6

One of the effective method of improving light absorption of organic solar cell is to exploit the surface plasmonic effects of noble metal nanoparticles.7 Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have intensive Local Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) effects8–13 in visible light region, and were extensively employed for light absorption enhancement by introducing the nanoparticles into the solar cell devices.14–19 One of the LSPR effects is the local field enhancement effect, in which case light is concentrated around the metal nanoparticles, thus the field intensity in the vicinity of the nanoparticles, as well as, the light absorption in surrounding photoactive material are increased. However, as the surface plasmons (SPs) are collective excitations of electrons near the metal surfaces,9,10,12 the local field enhancement are localized to the surfaces of nanoparticles.

In this work, we experimentally measure the light absorption enhancement of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) thin-film samples, which are embedded with Ag NPs of 20–50 nm in diameter, and analyse the relation between the light absorption enhancement and the film thickness. In addition, we use numerical simulations to investigate the mechanism and conditions of field enhancement and light absorption enhancement in P3HT at long distances from the embedded Ag NPs.

In our experiments, Ag NPs are synthesized following the procedure reported by Silvert et al.20 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the synthesized Ag NPs is shown in Fig. 1(a), which is obtained from a JEOL JSM 4800F scanning electron microscope. P3HT thin-films are prepared by spin-coating Ag NPs and P3HT on the glass substrates successively; a schematic diagram of the film structure is shown in Fig. 1(b). The spin-coating time is set as 1 min, with the spin speed of 700 rpm. By changing the concentration of P3HT in chlorobenzene, P3HT thin-film samples with thickness of 32, 58, and 103 nm are prepared, respectively. The film thickness are measured using a Veeco Dekatak 150 surface profiler. Samples of the pristine P3HT thin-film alone are also prepared, serving as a reference in measuring absorption enhancement.

The light absorption of the samples are measured using the Shimadzu UV-3101 spectrophotometer. The absorption spectra of the 103-nm-thick P3HT thin-film embedded with Ag NPs, and the pristine P3HT thin-film without Ag NPs are shown in Fig. 1(c), indicated by the symbol A and Aref, respectively. In Fig. 1(c), we observe that light is strongly absorbed by P3HT in the spectra range of 400–650 nm, with two distinct vibronic peaks at 520 and 560 nm, respectively. The absorption enhancement ΔA is calculated as ΔA = A – Aref, as shown in Fig. 1(c). For the 103-nm-thick P3HT thin-film sample, both the absorption A and the absorption enhancement ΔA reach their maximum between the two vibronic peaks.

The absorption enhancement ΔA of the P3HT thin-film samples with different thickness are shown in Fig. 1(d),
which are calculated at the wavelength of 500 and 550 nm, respectively. An inset in Fig. 1(d) shows the relative absorption enhancement of the samples, which are calculated by \( \Delta A/A_{ref} = A/A_{ref} - 1 \). In Fig. 1(d), we observe that when the film thickness changes from 32 to 58 nm, the absorption enhancement \( \Delta A \) increases rapidly, which implies that in the vicinity of the embedded Ag NPs, the local field enhancement contributes substantially to the absorption enhancement. When the film thickness changes from 58 to 103 nm, the absorption enhancement increases slowly, which implies that at long distances, the field enhancement is weaker than that in the vicinity of the embedded Ag NPs, but still contributes to the absorption enhancement.

In a previous work, Rand reported that by embedding approximately 5-nm-diameter Ag NPs, the light absorption enhancement of surrounding organic photoactive material is confined to about 10 nm around the embedded Ag NPs.\(^\text{15} \) However, in this work experimental results show that light absorption of 103-nm-thick P3HT thin-film is enhanced by embedding Ag NPs of 20–50 nm in the film, indicating that field in the 103-nm-thick P3HT film is enhanced by the embedded Ag NPs. In the following paragraphs, we will use numerical simulations to investigate the mechanism and conditions of the field enhancement at long-distances from the embedded Ag NPs.

In this work, we use commercial finite element software package COMSOL to simulate Ag NPs and calculate their light absorption enhancement effects and field enhancement effects. The permittivity data of silver and organic photoactive material P3HT are taken from the optical constant book for Ag NSs array of 15, 30, and 45 nm. The work of Monistier,\(^\text{22} \) respectively. As a simple model of the dispersed Ag NPs, arrays of silver nanospheres (Ag NSs), with Ag NS diameter of \( d = 20, 30, \) and 40 nm, and inter-particle distance of \( s = 0.5d \), \( d \), and \( 1.5d \), are simulated, respectively. The Ag NSs array lies in the \( xy \) plane, surrounded by P3HT, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The incident electric field propagates along the negative \( z \) axis, with polarization along the \( x \) axis. The electric field can be calculated by solving electromagnetic wave equation, some figures of the calculated field are shown in the supplementary material.\(^\text{23} \)

After solving the electric field, the field enhancement can be calculated as the ratio of the total field to the incident field \(|E|/|E_{inc}|\). For the 30-nm-diameter Ag NSs array, with inter-particle distance of 15 nm, the field enhancement in \( xz \) plane is shown in Fig. 2(b). The field enhancement is calculated at the wavelength of 500 nm. In Fig. 2(b), we observe that the field enhancement is quite low, even at the “hot spot” the field intensity is below 10 times of the incident field. This can be explained as the suppression of the surface plasmonic effects of the embedded Ag NPs by the surrounding light absorbing medium.\(^\text{15,17} \) In addition, we can see that besides the local field enhancement in the vicinity of the embedded Ag NSs, the field is weakly enhanced in the region 30 nm < \( z < 100 \) nm, with field enhancement factor of 1–1.16 for the 30-nm-diameter Ag NSs array. Although the field enhancement is weak in this region, it still can contribute to the light absorption enhancement of surrounding P3HT because of its comparatively large size, as discussed in the next paragraph. The weakly enhanced field in this region explains the experimental observation that the absorption enhancement of P3HT thin-
film embedded with Ag NPs increases slowly when the film thickness changes from 58 to 103 nm.

In order to calculate the absorption enhancement, we define the symbol \( A(t) \) as the light absorption of the P3HT layer of thickness \( t \), which lies between \( z_0 \) and \( z_1 \), enclosing the embedded Ag NSs but excluding the volume of the Ag NSs, as shown in Fig. 2(a). \( z_0 \) is 2 nm below the embedding Ag NSs, and \( z_1 = z_0 + t \). Similarly, we define a reference absorption \( A_{\text{ref}}(t) \) of the pristine P3HT layer, which does not contain the Ag NSs. Then the relative absorption enhancement can be calculated as \( A(t)/A_{\text{ref}}(t) - 1 \). The relative absorption enhancement of the 30-nm-diameter Ag NSs array is shown in Fig. 2(c). For Ag NSs of other sizes, the relative absorption enhancements are shown in the supplementary material.\(^{23}\) In the figure, the relative absorption enhancements increase rapidly when \( t \) is small, and reach their maxima at \( t \approx 20 \) nm, due to the local field enhancement at the vicinity of Ag NSs. At \( t \approx 80 \) nm, the relative absorption enhancements reach their second maxima, with relative enhancement factor of 0.1–0.2 (\( A \approx 1.1A_{\text{ref}} \approx 1.2A_{\text{ref}} \)), because of field enhancement at long distances from the embedded Ag NSs.

In order to understand the mechanism of the long-distance field enhancement of Ag NPs embedded in P3HT, the electric field components along axis \( z \), of the Ag NSs array with \( d = 30 \) nm and \( s = 15 \) nm, are shown in Fig. 2(d). The field components are calculated at the wavelength of 500 nm and plotted along \( z \) axis. For Ag NSs of other sizes, the field components are shown in the supplementary material.\(^{23}\) We observe that in region \( z = 30–100 \) nm, the phase differences between the incident and the scattered field, which can be written as \( \Delta \phi = \phi_{\text{inc}} - \phi_{\text{sc}} \), are approximately in the range \( |\Delta \phi| \leq \pi/2 \), thus field is enhanced in this region. On the other hand, field is weakened in region \( z < -30 \) nm, because of the phase difference \( |\Delta \phi| > \pi/2 \) in the region. The long-distance field enhancement and field weakening of Ag NPs result from the constructive and destructive interference between the incident field and the scattered field from Ag NPs.

To evaluate the light absorption of Ag NSs enhanced P3HT thin-film when irradiated by sunlight, we simulate a 100-nm-thick P3HT thin-film, which is embedded with Ag NSs array, and located on glass substrate, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The absorption spectra of the simulated film, with embedded Ag NPs of diameter \( d = 20 \), 30, and 40 nm, and inter-particle distance \( s = d/2 \), are shown in Fig. 3(b). As references, the absorption spectrum of the simulated pristine P3HT thin-film, the spectrum of the single pass absorption, as well as the spectrum of the Yablonovitch limit are also shown in the figure. The photocurrent of the simulated P3HT thin-film, calculated by integrating over the AM 1.5 solar spectrum.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the P3HT thin-film model, for the calculation of the absorption spectra and the photocurrent. (b) The absorption spectra of the simulated P3HT thin-film, with embedded Ag NSs of diameter \( d = 20, 30, \) and 40 nm, and inter-particle distance \( s = d/2 \). The absorption spectrum of the simulated pristine P3HT thin-film, and the spectrum of the single pass absorption, as well as the spectrum of the Yablonovitch limit are also shown in the figure. (c) The photocurrent of the simulated P3HT thin-film, calculated by integrating over the AM 1.5 solar spectrum.
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